**FIRST PART**

1. GIOACCHINO ROSSINI  
   *Willem Tell Overture* 3:28
2. JOHANNES BRAHMS  
   *Hungarian Dance n°5* 2:38
3. ELEMER SZENTIRMAY  
   *In Memory of Bihari* 5:31
4. VITTORIO MONTI  
   *Czardas* 6:07
5. PABLO DE SARASATE  
   *Zigeunerweisen* 8:21
6. TRADITIONAL  
   *Cymbalum Solo* 8:03
7. TRADITIONAL  
   *Russian Melodies* 8:35
8. TRADITIONAL  
   *Band of Gypsies* 9:23

**SECOND PART**

9. PIOTR TCHAÏKOVSKI  
   *Natur in Rose* 6:32
10. JOHANN STRAUSS  
    *Hail to Hungary* 2:09
11. JOHANNES BRAHMS  
    *Hungarian Dance n°1* 3:19
12. JOHANN STRAUSS II  
    *Gypsy Baron* 7:12
13. JOHANN STRAUSS II  
    *Tales from Vienna Woods* 11:22
14. JOHANN STRAUSS II  
    *Thunder and Lightning* 2:38
15. JOHANN STRAUSS  
    *Radaletzky March* 1:58
16. GRIGORAS DINICU  
    *Ciocârla* 13:23

**ENCORES**

17. REZSŐ SERESS  
    *Gloomy Sunday (adaptation)* 2:25
18. TRADITIONAL  
    *Yiddishe Mamma - Hevenu Shalom* 4:27
19. TRADITIONAL  
    *Sultaniyegah Sirto* 3:36
20. TRADITIONAL  
    *Tribute to Greece* 2:23
21. LOUIS GUGLIEMI  
    *La Vie en Rose* 2:06

--- BONUS ---

Bonus and interviews with XAVIER DUBUC, manager & producer  
and Sandor RIGÓ BUFFÓ, conductor.
Recorded in Istanbul - Turkey at Tim Maslak Show Center  
by Thierry Quessada in December 2007.

Produced by Cypress Music - France
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A Poem for
The Budapest Gypsy Symphony Orchestra

Sensitive violins warbling
Determined contrabasses marching
Diligent clarinets whispering
Serious cellos thinking
Excited cimbaloms dancing

What a beautiful thing
With Gypsies beating

Turkish Poet Mustafa TABAK
19/12/2008 - Istanbul